
ERA Series

2019 Premium Leader
Highest performance with outstanding features



More Comfortable



*Inverter

Rapid Cooling in 30” | Rapid heating in 60”



*Inverter

Original Invented Air-cooled Technology

60℃ Strong Cooling in High Temperature

50℃ Cooling Without Any Capacity Decline

Air-cooled electric control box is applied 

to effectively cool down temperature of 

components of outdoor unit.



Maintain the indoor humidity of 40%-60%

Avoid excessive dehumidification to keep you comfortable

Comfortable Cooling

*Inverter



It is chill but not cold.

You can enjoy the comfort with gentle & 

soft cool wind.

Smart Air Flow

The coverage height of warm wind is 

from 1.0m to 4.0m.

The temperature around feet is 2℃

warmer than the ordinary AC

*On/Off

Blanket-style Air Supply 

In Heating Mode

Shower-style Air Supply 

In Cooling Mode



Vector Precision Air Flow

*Inverter



More Healthy



Evaporator is frosted to freeze the dirt on the fin, then starts 

defrosting to carry away the dirt with sewage. After 55℃ quick-

drying, the evaporator becomes clean & sterilized.

55℃ High Temperature Self-cleaning

Frosting Defrosting High Temperature

Drying

*Inverter



1. Via the network time, photosensitive module can 

sense the changes of indoor brightness.

2. After turning off the light at late night, the air-con 

automatically starts the sleep mode.

3. The display dims until it is completely turned off and 

control sound is getting lower at the same time.

*On/Off

Photosensitive 

Control



Filter-Cleaning 

Reminder

It will automatically remind users to 

clean filters after a particular period 

of running time.

*On/Off



*On/Off

E4

Once there is a leakage of refrigerant, its alarm 

system will be triggered for attention. Compressor 

and the AC will stop working automatically 

prevent from further damage to the AC.

Refrigerant Leakage 



More Intelligent



Wi-Fi Control
Users can easily control the air-con 

outside the house via smart device, it 

provides convenient and intelligent life.



Smart APP Control

• Power Consumption 

Management

• Reservation

• Self-diagnosis
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